
YEAR 2 WRITING LONG TERM PLAN 

These are the texts that will be used during the duration of the year and will act as the vehicle to stimulate imagination and 

creativity, as well as providing children with a meaningful purpose and audience across the units of writing outlined below.  

 AU 1 AU 2 SP 1 SP 2 SU 1 SU 2 

CLASS READER 

 

Plus, various 
other Christmas 

texts  

  
  

FOCUSSED 

TEXTS 

 
     

LINKED TEXTS NF Florence 

Nightingale 

 
 

F Jim and the 

beanstalk  

F Dear Earth  P An Emotional 

menagerie and A 

ticket to Kalamazoo 
F Why elephant has 

a trunk 

F The gecko and 

the echo 
 

WRITING 

PURPOSE 

To entertain  
 

To inform 

 

To entertain  
 

To inform 

 

To entertain  
 

To inform 

 

To entertain  
 

To inform 

 

To entertain  
 

To inform 

 

To entertain  
 

To inform 

 

WRITING 

AUDIENCE 

Sending letters to 

Grandma 
 

Sending our own 

narrative based 
on a familiar text 

to the author 

Reading a 

description to 
another child in 

class 

Creating a class 

book of poems 

Writing a 

narrative to read 
to a child in 

another class 

A transition piece 

of writing for the 
next teacher 

TEXT TYPES Character Narrative Recount Narrative Narrative Narrative 



Instructions  
Narrative  

Letter 

Letter 
Character 

Recount 

Character 
Letter 

Narrative 

 

Recount 
Setting  

Poetry  

Instructions 
Character’s 

thoughts and 

feelings 
 

Letter 
Character/ 

Setting  

END POINT 

 
  

Character 

description of 
Grandma 

Instructions to 

make a medicine 
Writing a 

narrative 

involving a new 
character 

drinking the 

medicine 
Informal letter to 

Grandma 
 

 

 

Writing a 

narrative based 
on a familiar text 

Writing an 

informal letter to 
a character 

Character’s 

thoughts and 
feelings 

Diary entry 

retelling the 
events 

chronologically  

Character 

description of 
Traction Man 

Thank you letter 

Writing a narrative 
based on a 

familiar text 

Setting description 

of the carnival 
dance 

Recount of the 

carnival  
Writing a narrative 

based on a familiar 

text 
Poem based on an 

animal 

 

Writing a 

narrative based 
on a familiar text 

Instructions on 

how to teach the 
mouse to roar 

A description of a 

character’s 
thoughts and 

feelings 

 

Setting 

description of The 
Enchanted Wood 

Character 

description of 
Moonface 

Narrative based 

on a familiar 
text 
Informal letter 

to the 
snowman 
Acrostic poem 

 


